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ABSTRACT 
We determine the inertia of a linear real symmetric matrix pencil A(t) = A - tB 
of order n as a function of the parameter t. Finding the critical values where the 
inertia of A(t) changes is reduced to determining the real eigenvalues of a (not 
necessarily symmetric) matrix. The order of this matrix is at most r + s - rl, where r, 
s, and rI are the ranks of A, B, and [A B], respectively. We illustrate the method by 
means of a numerical example. Then we reduce determining the inertia of a quadratic 
real symmetric matrix pencil A( t ) = A - tB, - t2Bz to the linear case. Our results are 
extensions of those by Caron and Gould. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The inertia of a real symmetric matrix is an ordered triple consisting of 
the numbers of the positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues of the matrix. We 
shall determine the inertia of the linear real symmetric matrix pencil A( t ) = 
A - tB of order n as a function of the parameter t. In the nonsingular case 
(AB nonsingular) the inertia of A(t) changes at the real eigenvalues of the 
(not necessarily symmetric) matrix AB-‘. These critical points divide the real 
axis into open critical intervals. The solution to our problem is obtained by 
computing the inertia of A(t) at the critical points and at one point from 
each critical interval. However, many of these computations can be avoided 
by simple means. The singular case (AI3 singular) is reduced to the nonsingu- 
lar case of dimension < T + s - ri, where r, s, and ri are the ranks of A, B, 
and [A B], respectively. This is accomplished using Lagrange’s reduction (for 
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diagonalizing quadratic forms) and Schur complements. We illustrate the 
method by means of a numerical example. Then we reduce determining the 
inertia of a quadratic real symmetric matrix pencil A( t ) = A - tZ?, - t 2Z32 to 
the linear case of dimension r + si +2s2 - ri, where r, si, s2, and ri are the 
ranks of A, B,, Z?,, and [A B, B,], respectively. Our results are extensions 
of those by Caron and Gould [l]. They determine the longest interval where 
A(t) = A - tZ? is nonnegative definite when A is nonnegative definite and B 
is of rank one or two. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If AER”‘~” (A is a real m X n matrix), we denote its transpose by Ar, 
its rank by r(A), and its column space by .%‘(A). If A E Iw nXn, det A means 
the determinant of A. The identity matrix is denoted by I. A diagonal matrix 
A with the diagonal elements a,, . . . , an is written A = diag(a,, . . . , a,). Any 
matrix A E lWmXn admits a fill rank decomposition A = PQ where P and Q 
have full rank; see e.g. [5, Theorem 11. 
If A E Iw n Xn is symmetric, its inertia is the triple 
In A = (a(A), v(A),a(A)), 
where n(A), v(A), and 6(A) stand for the numbers of positive, negative, 
and zero eigenvalues of A. If P E lRnx” is nonsingular, then In PTAP = In A; 
see e.g. [4, p. 4471. Another basic result on inertia is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1 [3, Theorem 11. Zf 
is symmetric with A, nonsingular, then 
The matrix A,, - A,,A&‘A,, appearing in (2.1) is the Scbur complement 
of A,a in A; see [2]. If A E WmX”, the Schur complement A of the nonzero 
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element ahk in A is 
A=YhkA= [aij- 21, i#h, j#k, 
an (m - 1) x (12 - 1) matrix with the rows and columns numbered 1,. . . , 
h - 1, h + 1,. . . , m and 1,. . . , k - 1, k + 1,. . . , n, respectively. Here the oper- 
ation Yhk is called the pivotal condensation with the pivot ahk. Y,,, is 
abbreviated as Yk. In a product operation the operations are performed from 
right to left, for example Y,$“,,A = 9’JYhA). Note that SPkhYhkA = 
.Y,,k9’khA provided that both sides are defined. By means of pivotal con- 
densations it is possible to determine the rank of any matrix and the inertia of 
any symmetric matrix. 
THEOREM 2.2 (See e.g. [6]). Zf A E Iw”‘” is of rank r, then, indepen- 
dently of the order of the pivots, it is possible to perform on it exactly r 
successive pivotal condensations. 
ALGORITHM 2.1 [2]. Computing the inertia of A = AT E Iw n x “. 
s,: Set C=A, p=q=O. 
s,: If C = 0 (possibly vacuous), go to S,. Otherwise perform (i) or (ii) 
below, whichever is possible, and go to S,. 
(i) Select a chh # 0, set C+ 5“&, and set p + p +1 or 9 + 9 + 1 
according to whether chh > 0 or chh < 0. 
(ii) Select (h, k) with c,,,, = 0, chk + 0 and set C +- 9’khY,,kC, p +- p + 1, 
9+9+1. 
sz: In A = (P, 9, n - P - 9). 
REMARK 2.1. Note that, in Algorithm 2.1, the original numbering of the 
rows and columns of A is retained throughout although rows and columns are 
deleted. 
REMARK 2.2. On arriving at S, in Algorithm 2.1, In A = (p, 9,0)+InC. 
In addition to Theorem 2.1 and Algorithm 2.1, the following theorem is of 
crucial importance in this paper. 
THEOREM 2.3. Zf A = AT E Rnx” is of rank T, it can (by mean.s of a 
finite number of arithmetic operations) be put into the form A = PDP* where 
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P~RnX*isoffillrankandD=diag(dl,...,d,) withdi#O foralli. Then, 
necessariZy, In D = (r(A), V( A),O). 
Proof. By means of Lagrange’s reduction (see e.g. [4, pp. 438-4421) A 
can be put into the form A = QCQ’ where Q is nonsingular and C = 
diag(c,,..., cn). Because C is of rank r, precisely T of the ci are nonzero. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that ci,. . . , c, f 0. Then, with 
D=diag(c,,..., c,), we can write A as 
A= [Q~~QJ[~ “0 = QIDQ; = PDPT, 
where P = Q1. The rest is Sylvester’s theorem. 
Finally we present an auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A E Rmxn, and let B E R m xP have a full rank decom- 
position B = PQ. Then [A B] and [A P] have the same rank. 
Proof. Note that, by [5, Theorem 11, 
9([A B])=9(A)+9(B)=9(A)+9(P)=.%([A P]). n 
3. THE NONSINGULAR CASE 
In this section we shall determine the inertia of A( t ) = A - tB as a 
function of t in the nonsingular case when the symmetric matrices A, B E 
W nxn are nonsingular. In this case the critical points of A(t) where In A( t ) 
changes are the real zeros of det A( t ), in other words the real eigenvalues of 
the (not necessarily symmetric) matrix AB-‘. Denote the critical points in 
increasing order t Ir. . . , t,, and define to = - co, tl+l = 00. Then In A(t) is 
constant in the critical intervals (ti, ti+ 1), i = 0,. . . , 1. The solution to our 
problem is obtained by computing (with the aid of Algorithm 2.1) In A( t ) for 
ti, i = l,..., 1, and for arbitrary points t/ E (ti, ticl), i = 0,. . . , 1. As will be 
seen, many of these computations can be avoided. 
The following theorem shows that computing In A(td) and In A( tf) can 
be replaced by simply computing In B. 
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THEOREM 3.1. ZfA(t)=A-tB, whereA,B~RnXnaresymmetricand 
B i.s nonsingular, then 
InA(t)=InB fo7aZZ tE( -co,t,), 
InA(t)=In(-B) forall t E (tl,cO). 
Proof. Because A( t ) = t( t -‘A - B) and B is nonsingular, we have 
lim InA =InB, hm In A(t) = In( -B). W 
t+ -cc t+m 
For further simplification we adopt the concept of the multiplicity of a 
critical point. A critical point ti is said to have multiplicity I_L if it is a zero of 
multiplicity ZJ of det A( t ) (or, equivalently, an eigenvalue of algebraic multi- 
plicity ZJ of AB-‘). If Z.L = 1 (~.r > l), the critical point ti is termed simple 
(multiple). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ti be a critical point of multiplicity p of A(t) = A - tB, 
where A, B E Rnx” are symmetric and B is rumsingular. Then &A( ti)) d p. 
In particular, if ti is a simple critical point of A(t), then zero is a simple 
eigenualue of A(ti). 
Proof. Note that 
&(A(t,)) = n-r(A- tiB) = n-r(AB-‘-tiZ) 
is the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue ti of AB-‘. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ti be a simple critical point of A(t) = A - tB where 
A, B E R n xn are symmetric and B is nonsingular, and denote In A( ti) = 
(?T;,v;,o). Then 




In particular, if A( t[_ J is positive definite or A( t,‘) is negative definite, then 
in (3.1), A = ( - 1, LO), and if A($_ 1) is negative definite OT A( t[) is 
positive definite, then A = (1, - 1,O). 
Proof. It suffices to verify (3.1). The eigenvalues of A(t) are the roots h 
of 
det[A(t)-AZ] =a,(t)X”+a,(t)X”-‘+ ... +a,_,(t)h+a,(t)=O, 
where the a i( t ) are real polynomials in t; in particular a ,( t ) = det A( t ). 
Because ti is a simple critical point of A(t), we have a;( ti) # 0. Further, in 
view of Lemma 3.1, 6( A( ti)) = 1, implying a,_ l(ti) # 0. Now, according to 
the implicit function theorem, there exists in some interval (ti - E, ti + E), 
E > 0, a differentiable function A(t) with A( ti) = 0 such that, for any t E 
( ti - E, ti + E), A( t ) is a simple eigenvalue of A( t ). Moreover, A’( ti) = 
- a ;( ti)/a n_ 1( ti) # 0. Hence, exactly one eigenvalue of A( t ) is zero at ti, 
and this eigenvalue changes sign as t passes by ti. This proves (3.1). n 
THEOREM 3.3. Let ti be a critical point of multiplicity ~1 of A(t) = 
A-tB, whereA,BEWnX” are symmetric and B is nonsingular, and denote 
In A(t;) = (r;, Y(,O). Zf 14’ - qilll = p, then 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, 6(A(t,)) < /.L. On the other hand, because Z.L 
eigenvalues of A( t ) change sign at ti, .we have 6( A( ti)) z p, implying 
6(A(t,)) = p. Thus p eigenvalues of A(t) are zero at ti, and these eigenvalues 
change sign at ti, all from negative to positive or all from positive to negative. 
W 
ConoLL.4nY3.1. Let tj, j=i+l,..., i + p, be a critical point of multi- 
plicity pi of A(t) = A - tB, where A, BE Rnx” are symmetric and B is 
nonsingular, and denote In A(tl) = (VT/, vj,O). Zf T[+~ - TT[ = k p with p = 
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p. 
t+l 
+ *. * +,ui+p, thfm 
InA(til,i)=InA(ti)f(Pj+i, -Pj+i,O)y j=i,...,i+p-1, 
and InA( j=i+l,..., i + p, can be calculated by using Theorem 3.3. 
In view of the above results, it is worthwhile to compute first In A(&‘), 
i=O ,..., I, and then InA( i=l,..., 1, avoiding in both phases as many 
inertia computations as possible. 
REMARK 3.1. All the definitions and results in this section are valid if A 
is singular and B is nonsingular. With minor changes they are valid in the 
case of a nonsingular A and a singular B too, because A( t ) = - t( B - t ~ ‘A) 
for all t # 0 [then zero is not a critical point of A(t)]. In these cases it is, 
however, possible to diminish the dimension of the problem; see the next 
section, which is concerned with the singular case (AB singular). 
4. THE SINGULAR CASE 
In this section our problem is to determine the inertia of A(t) = A - tB 
in the singular case (AB singular). We shall reduce this case to the nonsingu- 
lar case dealt with in the preceding section. Let A z 0, B # 0, and [A B] be 
of ranks r, s, and ri, respectively. As a preliminary step we put, by means of 
Lagrange’s reduction, B into the form B = PDPT, where P E Rnx” is of full 
rank and D=diag(d,,..., d,), with di # 0 for all i, has the inertia 
(r(B), y(B),O); see Theorem 2.3. Because B = P( DPT) is a full rank decom- 
position of B, the matrix [A P] is of rank rr; see Lemma 2.1. Our basic idea 
is to express the inertia of the matrix 
1 
(of order n + s) (4.1) 
for t # 0 in two ways. First, by Theorem 2.1, 
InC(t) =In(tD)+InA(t). (4.2) 
On the other hand, we make use of Algorithm 2.1. We illustrate the method 
by means of a numerical example. 
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EJLAMPLE 4.1. We determine the inertia of A(t) = A - tB as a function 
of t, when 
i 
1 0 -1 1 
A= _; _; -; _; > 
1 0 -1 1 
1 
0 1 -2 -1 
-; -; -1; ; 
-1 0 1 2 
The matrix C( t ) of (4.1) is now 
1 O-l 1; 1 0 1 
0 l-2 01 0 1 1 
-1 -2 5 -1; -1 -2 -3 
c(t) = __1____p __________,_____________’ -1 1 I 0 1 
1 0 -1 0; --t-l 0 0 
0 1 -2 1; 0 t-l 0 
_ 1 1 -3 0 0 -II t-1 
By (4.2), we obtain 
InC(t) = 
i 
InA(t)+(2,1,0) if t >O, 
InA(t)+(l,2,0) if t ~0. 
(4.3) 
On the other hand, we compute In C( t ) by means of Algorithm 2.1 in two 
phases. 
Phase 1. We perform Algorithm 2.1, using elements (h, k), h, k d 4, as 
pivots as long as possible. For example, applying 9’i and 9a to C(t) yields 
C,(t) := 
-0 0; 0 0 0 
0 0: -1 1 -2 ___-_--+----_--_----___--____ 
0 -1 I- t-1 - 1 0 -1 Y 
0 1; 0 t-l-1 -1 
_o -2 I -1 -1 t-‘-2_ 
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with rows and columns 3 , . . . ,7. At the end of the phase we have p = 2, 
9 = 0, and B = Ci( t ). As a by-product, In A = (2,0,2). 
Phase 2. We continue performing Algorithm 2.1, applying double oper- 
ations Ykh.Y,,k with h d 4, k > 4, as long as possible. For example, perfor- 
ming $,, Y& on C,( t ) leads to 
01 0 0 
Cz&) := ~~---yy----&;1;- 
 1 2t-‘-4 5t-‘-10 I 
= _ t-’ 
[ 0;  I 
0y---2t----4;r-2- ) 
4t 0 - 2 lot 0 - 5 1 
with rows and columns 3, 5, and 7. We interrupt Algorithm 2.1, having 
p = 3, 9 = 1, and B = Ca(t). Note that, by Remark 2.2, 
InC(t)=InCs(t)+(3,1,0). 
Denoting 





In[ -R(t)] +(3,1,1) if t >O, 
InR(t)+(3,1,1) if t<O 
and finally, taking (4.3) into account, 
In A(t) = 
i 
In[ - R(t)] +(l,O,l) if t > 0, 
InR(t)+(2, -1,l) if t<O. 
So we have reduced the calculation of the inertia of A( t ) = A - tB to the 
calculation of the inertia of R( t ) = R - tS, where R and S are nonsingular. 
R(t) has the simple critical points - 2 and j, [the zeros of det R(t)], whence 
In A( t ) changes at t = - 2,0, i. Because In S = (0,2,0) we obtain, by apply- 
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TABLE 1 
t In R(t) 14 - R(t)1 Increment In A(t) 
(--00, -2) (O,%O) - (2, - 1,l) (2, 1, 1) 
(20) 
(O,Ll) - (2, - 1,1> GO, 2) 
(LLO) - (2, - 1,1> (3,0,1) 
0 - - - GO, 2) 
(0, :) (1, LO) (1, LO) (LO, 1) (2, 1,l) 
1 
&) 
(LO, 1) (O,l, 1) (LO, 1) (1,1,2) 
(2,&O) (0, CO) (LO, 1) (l>% 1) 
ing Theorems 3.1-2 to R(t), the results in Table 1. In particular, A(t) is 
nonnegative definite in the interval [ - 2,0]. 
In the general case we proceed along the same lines as in Example 4.1. 
We compute InC(t) by means of Algorithm 2.1 as follows. 
Phase 1. We perform Algorithm 2.1 using elements (h, k), h, k Q n, as 
pivots as long as possible. At the end of the phase we have p = p1 := n(A), 




Q; 1 Q2+t-'D-l ’ 
(4.4) 
where Qz E lRsx” is symmetric and the zero block is of order n - r. As a 
by-product, In A = (pl, 91. n - P, - 91). 
Phase 2. We continue performing Algorithm 2.1, applying double oper- 
ations YkhYhk with h < n, k > n, as long as possible. The number of the 
possible double operations is r(Q1); see Theorem 2.2. By the same theorem, 
rl = r([A P]) = r(A) + r(Q1), implying r(QJ = rl - r. We interrupt Al- 
gorithm 2.1, having p = p, := P, + T(91) = 71 - v(A), 9 = 92 := 91+ 401) = 
rl - s(A) (whence rl = plm+ Q~), and-6 of the form 
S-;-1J= -+[: &] with 
where R and S, of order r + s - rl, are symmetric and the zero diagonal 
R( t ) = R - ts, 
(4.5) 
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block is of order n - rl. According to Remark 2.2, 
InC(t)=InCs(t)+(r,-v(A),r,-r(A),O) 
In[ -R(t)]+(r,-v(A),r,-r(A),n-ri) if t>O, 
= InR(t)+(r,-V(A),rr--(A),n-ri) if t<O. 
Finally, in view of (4.2), 
I 
In[-R(t)]+(r,-v(A)-r(B),ri--(A)--(B),n-rr) 




We summarize the process in the following algorithm. It is easily seen 
that S does not depend on D, and R does not depend on the Qs of C,(t). 
Thus S and R can be derived by applying phase 2 to the matrices 
respectively. 
ALGORITHM 4.1. Reducing the computation of the inertia of A(t) = A - 
tB with AB singular to the computation of the inertia of R(t) = R - tS of 
order r + s - ri, where r = r(A), s = r(B), and r, = r([ A B]). 
s,: Determine (by means of Lagrange’s reduction) the decomposition B = 
PDPT, where P EOB”~’ with s = r(B) is of full rank, and D= 
diag(d,,..., d,) with dj # 0 for all i (s is obtained during the reduction). 
Let p,,=a(D), oa=V(D),and F= -D-‘.Set p=q=Oand 
c= A p 
[ 1 PT 0 * (4.6) 
sl: If chk = 0 for all h, k c n (or if there are no elements chk with 
h, k < n), set p, = p, 91 = 9, and C, equal to the matrix obtained from 
C by replacing the submatrix consisting of rows and columns i > n by 
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F, and go to S,. Otherwise perform (i) and (ii) below, whichever is 
possible, and go to S,. 
(i) Selectachh#O, hdn,setC+P’,C,andset p+p+lorq+q+l 
according to whether c#, > 0 Or c,,h < 0. 
(ii) Select (h, k), h, k 6 n, tith c,,h = 0, chk # 0, and set C + yk,,y&, 
p+p+l, 9+9+1. 
S 2: If chk = 0 for all h < 12, k > n (or if there are no elements c,$k with 
h < n, k > n), set pa = p, q2 = 9, and go to S,. Otherwise select (h, k), 
h < ?l, k > ?l, With C,,k # 0, and Set c + ~,&y;l&, c, +- ~k,,~,,&, 
p + p + 1, 9 + 9 + 1, and go to S,. 
s,: Delete from C and C, the rows and columns i < n (if any) to get S and 
R, respectively. Finally, with R(t) = R - tS, 
In[ -R(t)]+(p,-p,,q,-q,,n-p,-q,) if t>O, 
(p,,o,,n-pi-%) if t=O, 
InR(t)+(Pz-90,9z-po,n-p,-9,) if t<O. 
REMARK 4.1. In Algorithm 4.1, the original numbering of the rows and 
columns of the matrix (4.6) is retained throughout although rows and columns 
are deleted. 
If the matrices R and S produced by Algorithm 4.1 are both nonsingular 
or vacuous, or if one of them is zero, we are done. Otherwise we repeat 
Algorithm 4.1 until we obtain two matrices fi and s^ both of which are 
nonsingular or vacuous, or one of which is zero (in view of Remark 3.1, it 
suffices that one of fi and s^ is nonsingular). If fi and s^ are nonsingular and 
A(t) := fi - t$ then In A(t) is of the form 
In A(t) = 
In[ f h(t)] +(m,, ~~~6) if t>o, 
In&t)+(ra,V,,6) if t-co, 
(4.7) 
where + or - is taken according to whether an even or odd number of 
applications of Algorithm 4.1 are needed. The critical points of A(t) where 
In A( t ) changes are the critical points of R( t ) and, in case 6 < n - r, the 
point zero. The critical intervals are defined in an obvious way. 
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5. THE INERTIA OF A QUADRATIC MATRIX PENCIL 
We proceed to determine the inertia of quadratic matrix pencils of the 
forms 
A,(t) = A - tB, - t2~, (5.1) 
and 
where A, I?,, B,, 
cases of the pencil 
A,(t)=A-(P,+tP,)D(P,+tP,)r, (5.2) 
and D are symmetric. Both of these pencils are special 
A(t) = A - tP,D,P,T- (P2+ tP,)D,(P, + tP,>‘, (5.3) 
where A, D,, and D,, of respective orders n, si, and s2, are symmetric, and 
D, and D, are nonsingular. We shall reduce computing In A(t) to the linear 
case, assuming D, to be nonvacuous (in the case of a vacuous D, there are 
some obvious minor changes). Our basic idea is to express the inertia of the 
symmetric matrix 
P3 - 2P2 p2 PI 
- 4(t-’ + l)D,-’ (t-l +Z)D,-’ 0 
(t-‘+2)0,-l -D,-’ 0 
0 0 t-ID,’ 1 
A - P,D,P,T P 
= 
PT so - t-l& 1 
of order n + s1 +2s,, for t # 0 in two ways. First, using Theorem 2.1 thrice, 
taking sequentially the Schur complements of the trailing principal sub- 
matrices of orders si, s2, and ss, we obtain 
InC(t)=In(tD,)+In( - D,)+InD,+InA(t) 
=InA(t)+(s,,s,,O)+In(tD,). 
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On the other hand, we use phases 1 and 2, analogous to those in the 
derivation of Algorithm 4.1, replacing (4.1) by (5.4). Phase 1 leads from C(t) 
to a matrix Cl(t) of the form (4.4), where D-’ is to be replaced by - R,, 
the zero diagonal block being of order n - pi - qi. Then phase 2 leads from 
C,(t) to a matrix Cs(t) of the form (4.5) where R and S are of order 
si + 2~s + pi - pa and the zero diagonal block is of order n - p, - q2. The 
following algorithm is obtained analogously to Algorithm 4.1. 
ALGORITHM 5.1. Reducing the computation of the inertia of the quadratic 
matrix pencil A(t) in (5.3) to the linear case. 
So: Let p, = n(D,)+ s2, q. = v(D1)+ s2 and F = R,. Set p = 4 = 0 and 
C = C( co), where C( co) is obtained from (5.4) by replacing t- ’ by zero. 
S,-S, as in Algorithm 4.1. 
REMARK 5.1. When considering the AX t ) of (5.1) we have Ps = 0 in 
(5.3). Then the R(t) produced by Algorithm 5.1 is of order r + sr +2s, - rr, 
where r, sr, ss, and rr are the ranks of A, B,, B,, and [A B, B,], 
respectively; cf. the corresponding considerations for the linear case in 
Section 4. 
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